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Abstract. In the last two decades, the advances of using computers in sheet metal forming processes have
introduced a novel adjustable process known as incremental sheet forming (ISF) as an optimal method for fast
prototyping and low numbers of production. Formability and deformation behavior of ISF process are highly
affected by the selected process parameters, such as the toolpath, step size, tool diameter, feed rate, and
lubrication. The purpose of this work was to study the effect of these process parameters as well as hardening law
on single point incremental forming (SPIF) process. For this work, a truncated-cone geometry was considered as
a target shape with 7075-O aluminum alloy sheets. The simulations were conducted with different process
parameters, i.e., toolpath type, step size, tool size, feed rate, friction coefficient, andwall angle with respect to the
tool force and moment, effective plastic strain distribution and thickness of the part. In addition, three types of
hardening laws i.e., isotropic extended Voce type hardening law, combined isotropic-kinematic Chaboche type
hardening laws with single and double back-stress terms were applied in the finite element simulation of SPIF
process. A detailed comparison of these hardening laws’ predictions was made with respect to the tool force and
moment, effective plastic strain distribution and thickness of the part.

Keywords: Combined isotropic-kinematic hardening law / Chaboche / ISF process parameters / incremental
sheet forming / SPIF / toolpath
1 Introduction

Recent advances of using computers in sheet metal forming
processes have led to novel adjustable forming techniques
evolved from conventional processes like stamping. One of
these upcoming techniques is incremental sheet forming
(ISF) process. In ISF process, the sheet metal is gradually
being formed by at least one CNC operated forming tool
with many additive local deformations [1–3]. This
technique does not need any dedicated punches or dies
[1,4], and conveys the appropriate amount of plastic
deformations to the sheet which produces the final form of
the part. Due to the ISF method adjustability, forming
extensive 3D contours is possible [5,6]. In this process, at
least a cylindrical tool with hemispherical head contacts
smaeilpour.1@buckeyemail.osu.edu
the sheet metal, and plastically deforms it at the contact
point. Then, by moving the tool following a predetermined
path, part is gradually formed [7,8].

Common configurations of ISF are:

–
 Single point incremental forming (SPIF), in which the
sheet is formed using a single indenter [9].
–
 Double sided incremental forming (DSIF), in which the
sheet is formed using two indenters on both sides of the
sheet [10].
–
 Two point incremental forming (TPIF), in which the
sheet is formed against a male or a female partial or full
die [11].

In a review by Esmaeilpour et al. on ISF process,
fundamental deformation mechanism, formability, and
important topics were discussed in detail. It was mentioned
that a combination of deformation modes i.e., bending,
stretching and shear are involved in the ISF process. Each
deformation mode contribution is highly affected by the
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selected process parameters [1]. Using many experiments,
Ham and Jeswiet checked the impact of feed rate, spindle
rotation speed, step size and wall angle on forming a part
[12]. Based on a study by Bhattacharya et al., formability
decreases by using larger tool diameter and step size, and
decreasing the sheet thickness. They also reported that feed
rate does not have a significant impact on the formability.
[13]. In a study by Petek et al., larger deformations and
forces were reported by increasing the wall angles, step
sizes and tool sizes. However, lubrication and tool rotation
do not have meaningful effect on forces and maximum
strains [14]. According to several studies, the formability
improves by having a larger value of the step size in small
range of step sizes, and it reduces for higher range of the
step sizes. However, more studies are still required to
investigate the impact of step size on formability as some
other researchers mentioned that the formability is not
affected by step size. It was also mentioned that increasing
the tool rotation and decreasing the tool feed rate will
provide a better formability. However, these effects should
also be studied in more detail [1].

Beside the experimental studies on ISF process,
modeling of this method is also essential to provide a
better view of the deformation behavior. As the contact
condition is changing fast in ISF process, it is computa-
tionally time-consuming to be modeled with implicit or
explicit finite element codes [15,16]. In a study by
Yamashita et al. on the dynamic explicit FE modeling of
the ISF method, it was concluded that numerical
simulation could be applied for the optimization of this
process [17]. The use of a material model for the ISF process
has also been investigated by several researchers. Yield
functions, such as von Mises and Hill’s 1948 were widely
used by researchers [18,19]. However, predicted shapes
using these two yield functions are almost identical as
mentioned in a study by Bambach and Hirt [20]. With
respect to the choice of material model in the ISF process,
comparison of three different yield functions namely;
Yld2004-18p, Hill’s 1948, and von Mises were made in
previous studies by the authors. It was concluded that due
to through-the-thickness shears, applying a 3D yield
function, such as Yld2004-18p is imperative to account
for shear and normal stress components. However, for the
SPIF process, since predicted strain histories were very
similar for different yield functions, the von Mises yield
criterion was recommended due to its simplicity and a
lower computational time [21–23]. The choice of hardening
laws, such as isotropic, kinematic or mixed models, has an
important effect on the force prediction in ISF processes.
However, the effect of using different types of kinematic
and mixed models should be studied in more details as
mentioned in a review paper on incremental forming
process [1].

A better view of the deformation mechanics in ISF
processes is achievable by investigating the forming forces.
In a study by Cerro et al., it was reported that by increasing
the step size, tool size, wall angle or sheet thickness, the
forming forces increase. However, step size has the least
impact which can be increased without a great penalty to
decrease the production time [24]. Saidi et al. studied the
influence of several parameters on the evolution of the axial
forming force during the incremental forming of a
truncated cone. They were able to optimize the process
with respect to the most influent parameters [25]. In
previous studies by the authors, it was shown that
predicted forces are affected by the choice of yield functions
[22,23]. In a study by Doflou et al. on SPIF process, it was
reported that a linear fit provides accurate approximations
for the forces in different step sizes and tool sizes. In
addition, they provided quadratic fits of the force trends for
different sheet thicknesses and wall angles [26]. In another
study, it was noticed that the tangential force increases
by having a larger sheet thickness, step size and wall
angle [27].

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of
process parameters and different types of hardeningmodels
on SPIF process. For this reason, in the SPIF simulation of
7075-O aluminum alloy sheet, the impact of toolpath type,
tool size, step size, feed rate, friction coefficient, and wall
angle were studied with respect to the tool force and
moment, effective plastic strain distribution and thickness
of the part. In addition, three types of hardening models
i.e., isotropic extended Voce, combined isotropic-kinematic
Chaboche with one back-stress term, and combined
isotropic-kinematic Chaboche with two back-stress terms
were applied in the finite element simulation of SPIF
process. A comparison of the three hardening laws’
predictions was performed regarding the tool force and
moment, effective plastic strain distribution and thickness
of the part.

In the next section, description of tensile and TCT tests
will be presented. In Section 3, the FE modeling of SPIF
will be investigated as a function of process parameters and
different hardening models. At the end, in Section 4,
conclusions will be discussed.
2 Uniaxial tensile and TCT tests

In a previous study by the authors, uniaxial tensile tests of
30mm gauge length dog-bone specimens were performed to
obtain the macroscopic flow stress behavior of AA7075-O
[23]. The specimens were cut and prepared using water-jet
based onASTME8 [28]. Tensile tests were conducted using
an electro-mechanical universal load frame INSTRON
5985. ARAMIS 5M, a 3D digital image correlation (DIC)
system, was utilized to monitor the deformation of the
specimens at a constant rate of 10 fps. 10mm/min
crosshead speed was set for all the tests. For anisotropy,
the tensile tests were conducted in the rolling, diagonal and
transverse directions at room temperature. The engineer-
ing stress–strain curves are presented in Figure 1.

In addition, the in-plane cyclic loading experimental
device was used to measure hardening curves in tension-
compression-tension (TCT) tests, as shown in Figure 2.
The system was mounted on an electro-mechanical
INSTRON load frame, fitted with 100kN load cell. The
specimen was bolted on the grips, attached to the load
frame. The thickness direction of the specimen gauge area
was painted with black and white speckle pattern to be
tracked by the DIC system. The DIC system not only
records the strain on a pre-defined virtual extensometer in



Fig. 2. Setup of conducting in-plane cyclic loading experiments.

Fig. 1. Engineering stress–strain curves for uniaxial tensile tests
of AA7075-O [23].
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real-time, but also provides feedback to the load frame to
control the change in the loading directions according to
the pre-defined cyclic loading pattern. The main highlight
of this setup was the anti-buckling technique during the
compression tests. The specimen was held in the thickness
direction between two plates using pneumatic force. The
side plates were attached to a small 2000 lb load cell to
record the magnitude of side forces on the specimen. The
whole frame was mounted on guided rails which can be
automatically self-centered to accommodate the change in
material thickness during the test. To reduce errors caused
by friction forces induced by the anti-buckling side plates,
two layers of Teflon with a thickness of 0.1mm were
attached on the surface of each anti-buckling block, and a
lubricant was sprayed on them before the test. The
specimens were machined to a gauge length of 20mm and a
gauge width of 10mm, which referred to the optimal anti-
buckling specimen design suggested by Boger et al. [29].
The measured stress-strain curves for the TCT tests are
shown in Figure 28.

3 FE simulation of SPIF process

3.1 FEM base conditions

A truncated-conical geometry with 140mm base diameter
and 55mm depth was considered for finite element
simulation of the SPIF process. The initial sheet blank
with 1.6mm thickness has a circular shape with a 90mm
radius and mechanical properties of 2.81E–9 ton/mm3

density, E=71.1GPa and v=0.33 [30]. To investigate the
effect of anisotropic material models on ISF process, a
comparison of three various yield functions, Yld2004-18p,
Hill’s 1948, and vonMises were made in previous studies by
the authors. It was concluded that due to through-the-
thickness shears, applying a 3D yield function, such as
Yld2004-18p is paramount to account for shear and normal
stress components. However, for the SPIF process, since
predicted strain histories were very similar for different
yield functions [22,23], von Mises yield criterion was used
instead in this study due to its simplicity and a lower
computational time. In the simulation of the SPIF process,
using solid elements to account for full 3D stress
components are more appropriate than using shell type
elements [1,31]. To model the blank sheet, 87,773 reduced
integration 8-node brick solid elements (C3D8R) with
0.7mm� 0.7mm� 0.5333mm (through-thickness) dimen-
sions were used in ABAQUS utilizing 24 CPU processors,
E5-2630, with 2.3GHz speed. In this study, fixed boundary
conditions are preferred over modeling the blank
clamping process to save the computational time as
mentioned in a study by Kim et al. [32]. The tool with a
hemispherical head was assumed as a rigid surface. The
surface-to-surface contact was considered for the tool
and the sheet. To further reduce the computational time,
107 mass scaling factor was considered for all cases. Due to
the quasi-static nature of the process, and based on the
ABAQUS manual [33], the ratio of the kinetic energy to
internal energy was monitored to ensure that it is less
than 10%. For all simulations, the kinetic energy was
almost negligible compared to the internal energy which
guaranteed that the mass-scaled simulations are still
under the quasi-static condition. All the above conditions
were then fixed for all simulation cases considered in
this study.

The following baseline values were used for geometrical
parameters: 67° for the wall angle of the truncated-conical
geometry, and 12.7mm diameter for the hemispherical
head of the tool. Using a MATLAB code, a spiral type
toolpath was generated to produce the truncated-cone
geometry with 50mm/s feed rate, and 0.927mm step size.
A Coulomb friction coefficient of 0.1 was assumed for the
contact of sheet and tool, which is commonly used to
represent for the well lubrication of sheet forming
processes. In addition, like the previous study by the
authors, the Voce type hardening model was applied
since it accurately represents the hardening behavior of
the aluminum alloy sheet. The coefficients of the Voce
type hardening law were calculated previously [23]



Fig. 3. Common ISF tool paths: left) Spiral (Helical) type tool path, right) Z-Level (Profile) type tool path.

Fig. 4. Effective strain distribution of sheet metal using different toolpath types.
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using the true stress-strain data in RD:

s ¼ 94:5þ 136ð1� expð�24:5eÞÞ ð1Þ
where s is in MPa.

3.2 Effect of different types of toolpath on FE
simulation of SPIF process

Toolpath defines movement contours of the tool which
affects the contact condition between the sheet and the
tool, and consequently affects the distribution of the strain
and stress. As a result, geometric accuracy and the
formability of the material will be affected which means
optimal tool paths are required in ISF processes to provide
desirable range of geometric design features and formabili-
ty in the formed product [34]. One decent choice for ISF
application is the z-level (profile) tool path. Any
complicated geometry can be produced using this type of
tool path. However, this toolpath commonly leaves a
scarring on the surface of the formed part. This can be
remedied by pushing the scar to the edge of the formed
part. Due to the rapid transition between following
contours, helical (spiral) tool path completely removes
the surface scarring and generates homogeneous thinning
which makes it a decent tool path for the ISF process
[35,36]. Helical and profile tool paths are presented in
Figure 3.

In this part of the study, two types of toolpath were
applied in the FE simulation of SPIF method to produce a
truncated-conical geometry. For this purpose, a MATLAB
code was written to provide these two types of toolpath in
Abaqus. Then, SPIF process was applied to produce a
truncated-conical geometry as explained in Section 3.1.
Figure 4 presents the distributions of effective strain in
SPIF simulations for the top element layer of the sheet



Fig. 5. Tool reaction force by different toolpath types.

Fig. 6. Tool reaction moment by different toolpath types.

Fig. 7. Thickness-depth distribution for different toolpath types.
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metal which is in contact with the tool for spiral and Z-level
toolpath types. Although these two contours are identical
in most of the formed part, the contour for the Z-level
toolpath type shows a line of severe localized effective
strain distribution which represents the scarring on the
surface caused by upward/downward transition between
the following contours. Figures 5 and 6 display the tool
reaction force and moment for spiral and Z-level toolpath
types, respectively. The amount of the tool reaction force
andmoment is almost identical for different toolpath types.
The excessive thinning causing failure in the sheet metal is
an important consideration in the ISF process. The
thickness was determined as the distance between the
inner and outer sheet surface along the normal to the
surface in contact with the tool. The calculated thickness of
the part based on spiral and Z-level toolpath types are
shown in Figure 7. More thinning can be seen in the Z-level
toolpath type, which means this type of toolpath has a
higher chance of failure. The minimum thickness in the
formed part by the Z-level toolpath type is about 0.4mm
while the minimum thickness is about 0.5mm for the spiral
toolpath type. The initial thickness before the deformation
for both types of toolpaths was 1.6mm.
3.3 Effect of different step sizes on FE simulation
of SPIF process

The step size is the distance between contours in tool axis
direction. Generally, decreasing step size can improve the
material forming limit as a larger step size will generate a
pulling effect due to a large tensile force along the wall
which compromise the stabilization effect from the bending
in the contact area. In this part, three different step sizes
in the FE simulation of SPIF method were applied in
producing a truncated-conical geometry as explained
in detail in Section 3.1. Figure 8 presents effective strain
distributions of the sheet metal for different step sizes.
Although these contours are identical in most parts, the
contour for the smallest step size shows a higher effective
strain distribution in some areas. Figures 9 and 10 display
the tool reaction force and moment for different step sizes,
respectively. The magnitude of tool reaction force and
moment is higher for larger step sizes. The lowest forming
forces and the highest effective strain distribution are
observed for the smallest step size which means it provides
a better formability in comparison to the larger step sizes.
These results show good agreement with the work on
AA3003 by Ham and Jeswiet [12]. Although a smaller step
size provides a better formability, it increases the
processing time and consequently the cost of production.
The calculated thickness distribution based on different
step sizes is shown in Figure 11 which is almost identical for
different step sizes. The minimum thickness in some
locations in the formed part is about 0.5mm while the
initial thickness was 1.6mm.



Fig. 8. Effective strain distribution of sheet metal using different step sizes.

Fig. 9. Tool reaction force by different step sizes.

Fig. 10. Tool reaction moment by different step sizes.

Fig. 11. Thickness-depth distribution for different step sizes.
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3.4 Effect of different tool sizes on FE simulation
of SPIF process

In this part, three different tool sizes were used in the FE
simulation of SPIF method to produce a truncated-
conical geometry, as explained in Section 3.1. Figure 12
presents effective strain distributions of the sheet metal
for different tool sizes. The contour for the smallest tool
size shows a higher effective strain distribution.
Figures 13 and 14 show the tool reaction force and
moment for different tool sizes, respectively. The
amount of tool reaction force and moment is higher
for larger tool sizes due to the larger contact area
between the sheet and the tool. The lowest forming
forces and the highest effective strain distribution can be
seen for the smallest tool size which means it provides a
better formability in comparison to the larger tool sizes.
The calculated thickness distribution based on different
tool sizes is shown in Figure 15 which is almost identical
for different tool sizes. However, in some parts, more
thinning can be seen for larger tool which means it has a
higher chance of failure. These results show a good
agreement with the work by Gheysarian and Honar-
pisheh [37].



Fig. 12. Effective strain distribution of sheet metal using different tool sizes.

Fig. 13. Tool reaction force by different tool sizes.

Fig. 14. Tool reaction moment by different tool sizes.

Fig. 15. Thickness-depth distribution for different tool sizes.
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3.5 Effect of different feed rates on FE simulation
of SPIF process

The feed rate changes the friction condition between the
sheet and the tool. It also affects the strain rate of material
deformation. In this part, the effect of different feed rates
was studied. Figure 16 presents effective strain distribu-
tions in the sheet metal for different feed rates. As can be
seen, they look very similar. Figures 17 and 18 show the tool
reaction force and moment for different feed rates,
respectively, which are almost identical. The calculated
thickness distribution based on different feed rates is also
shown in Figure 19 which is almost similar for different feed
rates. In conclusion, the feed rate does not have a
significant effect on the SPIF process for the AA7075-O
aluminum sheet, which is considered as a strain-rate
insensitive material. However, feed rate does have an
effect on the total process time and surface quality. The
slight differences in the simulation results are mainly
caused by the dynamic effect which depends on the tool
feed rate.



Fig. 16. Effective strain distribution of sheet metal using different feed rates.

Fig. 17. Tool reaction force by different feed rates.

Fig. 18. Tool reaction moment by different feed rates.
Fig. 19. Thickness-depth distribution for different feed rates.
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3.6 Effect of friction coefficients on FE simulation
of SPIF process

Friction generates heat which affects the material
microstructure as well as surface quality. It also has an
impact on the through-thickness-shear which might affect
the material formability. For comparison, a baseline
friction coefficient of 0.1 was used in the SPIF simulation,
since it represents a well lubricated tool-work piece contact
surface. Also, three different friction coefficients i.e., 0.05,
0.1 and 0.2 were used in the finite element simulation of
SPIF process to represent various lubrication conditions.
Figure 20 shows effective strain distributions of the sheet
metal for different friction coefficients. These contours look
similar for different friction coefficients. Figures 21 and 22
present the tool reaction force and moment for different
friction coefficients. The amount of the in-plane reaction
force and moment are higher for larger friction coefficient.
The thickness distribution is plotted in Figure 23 which is
almost identical for different friction coefficients. It can be
concluded that although friction coefficient might affect
surface quality, it does not have a considerable effect on
formability in the SPIF process.



Fig. 20. Effective strain distribution for different friction coefficients.

Fig. 21. Tool reaction force by different friction coefficients.

Fig. 22. Tool reaction moment by different friction coefficients.

Fig. 23. Thickness-depth distribution for different friction
coefficients.
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3.7 Effect of wall angles on FE simulation of SPIF
process

In this part, three different wall angles were investigated in
the FE simulation of SPIF method. Figure 24 presents
effective strain distributions of the sheet metal for different
wall angles. The contour for the larger wall angle shows a
higher effective strain distribution. Figures 25 and 26 show
the tool reaction force andmoment for different wall angles.
The amount of the in-plane reaction forces and the moment
of the tool are greater for larger wall angle which is to be
expected. The calculated thickness distribution based on
various wall angles is presented in Figure 27 which shows
thinner thickness for larger wall angle. This can also be
explained by the sine law, a simple mathematical
expression to estimate the thinning of the sheet metal
based on the geometry of tool. The relationship between
the original sheet thickness, t0, and the current thickness,
t1, as a function of a given wall angle, a, is given by
[38]:

t1 ¼ t0 sinð90� aÞ ¼ t0 cosa: ð2Þ
Calculated thicknesses from the simulation as well as

the sine law are presented in Table 1 for different wall
angles. As can be seen, the calculated thickness from the



Fig. 24. Effective strain distribution of sheet metal using different wall angles.

Fig. 25. Tool reaction force by different wall angles.

Fig. 26. Tool reaction moment by different wall angles.

Fig. 27. Thickness-depth distribution for different wall angles.

Table 1. Thickness for different wall angles.

Wall angle Thickness
calculated
from sine law

Thickness
calculated from
the simulation

60 0.800 0.794
67 0.625 0.590
75 0.414 0.384
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simulation is very close to the reported one by the sine
law for all cases. The thickness for the formed sheet with
a 75° wall angle is less than 0.4mm in some areas while
the minimum thickness for the formed sheet with a 60°
wall angle is more than 0.6mm. The initial thickness
before the deformation for different wall angles was
1.6mm. Higher thinning for larger wall angles means
that increasing the wall angle increases the chance of an
earlier failure.
3.8 Effect of different types of hardening model on FE
simulation of SPIF process

In this part, three types of hardening laws were considered
in the finite element simulation of SPIF process. The first
one is the extended Voce type isotropic hardeningmodel, as
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following [39]:

s ¼ AþBð1� exp �peð Þ þ Cð1� exp �qeð Þ ð3Þ
where s is an effective (or equivalent) stress in MPa. A, B,
p, C and q are the hardening parameters which were
determined based on the true stress-strain curve measured
in the rolling direction up to the uniform deformation limit.
The calculated parameters are listed in Table 2. The second
and third hardening models are based on Chaboche type
Table 2. Material parameters of hardening models used in

Hardening model A B p

Extended Voce 83.041 97.570 49
Chaboche with one back-stress term 82.506 45.944 91
Chaboche with two back-stress terms 18.890 51.643 10

Fig. 28. TCT stress–strain curve experiment vs. extended Voce,
Chaboche with one back-stress term, and Chaboche with two
back-stress terms.

Fig. 29. Effective strain distribution of she
combined isotropic kinematic hardening model with one
and two back-stress terms, respectively. Isotropic part was
described in equation (3). The following shows the back-
stress (a) evolution:

__ai ¼ kibi
s � a

fðs � aÞ � kiai

� �
_e: ð4Þ

The subscript i represents the number of back-
stress term. f is the yield function which is von-Mises
isotropic yield function in this study. k and b are the
parameters controlling the back-stress evolution and
were obtained using the stress–strain curves in the
tension-compression-tension (TCT) tests. The results
are summarized in Table 2. Figure 28 presents the
comparison of the three calibrated hardening models
with the experimental stress-strain curve in TCT tests,
as explained in Section 2. It was found that the extended
Voce type isotropic hardening model accurately
accounts for the hardening behavior of the sheet metal
only in the initial tension part, while most of the TCT
test results are well captured by the Chaboche type
hardening models. The Chaboche model with two back-
stress terms shows the best prediction especially for the
transition part between the elastic and plastic part.

Table 2 presents the calibrated parameters for extend-
ed Voce, Chaboche with single and double back-stress
terms:

Figure 29 presents effective strain distributions of the
sheet metal for extended Voce, Chaboche with single and
double back-stress terms. The contour plots show more
severe effective strain distributions for Chaboche with
single and double back-stress terms, which is due to a lot
of loading and unloading involved in the SPIF process.
Figures 30 and 31 present the tool reaction force and
this study.

C q k1 b1 k2 b2

.054 83.419 6.140 –

.119 46.701 4.211 19.571 88.879 –

5.0206 47.034 4.090 19.571 88.879 921.298 57.583

et metal using different hardening models.



Fig. 30. Tool reaction force by different hardening models.

Fig. 31. Tool reaction moment by different hardening models.

Fig. 32. Thickness-depth distribution for different hardening
models.
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moment for three hardening models. The amount of tool
reaction force and moment are greater for extended Voce
which is due to the differences between these hardening
models in predicting path changes involved in repeated
loading and unloading processes. The thickness distri-
butions for the three hardening models are similar as
presented in Figure 32.
4 Conclusion

In this paper, FE simulation was utilized to investigate the
effect of process parameters and the hardening models on
the single point incremental sheet forming (SPIF) of a
truncated cone with 7075-O aluminum alloy sheet.
Specifically, the effects that toolpath type, feed rate, step
size, friction coefficient, tool size, and wall angle have on
the tool force and moment, effective plastic strain
distribution and thickness of the part were studied.

–
 It was concluded that spiral toolpath is the best choice
to form simple geometries, such as cones, as effective
strain distribution was seen to be more uniform due to
the gradual movement of tool in upward/downward
transition which provides a better quality of the surface.
Furthermore, less thinning was seen for this type of
toolpath which postpones the risk of failure in
comparison to the Z-level toolpath. However, forces
and moments of the tool were not affected by the choice
of toolpath.
–
 It was shown that smaller tool size and step size provide a
better formability. However, to have a decent surface
quality, they should be optimized.
–
 It was concluded that while friction coefficient and feed
rate are important to have a better surface quality, they
do not have a considerable effect on formability in the
SPIF process.
–
 As for anisotropic material properties, the effect of the
yield function was reported trivial in previous studies by
the authors [22,23]. Thus, the von-Mises yield function
was used in this work due to its simplicity and a faster
computational time. However, it was shown here that the
choice of hardening model is critical in the ISF processes.
The combined isotropic-kinematic hardening model
might be required to account for loading and unloading
behavior with path changes which is commonly observed
in the ISF processes. Three hardening models, i.e., the
extended Voce type isotropic hardening model and the
Chaboche type combined isotropic-kinematic hardening
model with single and double back-stress terms were
compared with respect to the tool force and moment,
effective plastic strain distribution of the sheet metal,
and the part thickness. Future research will include
experimentally validating the simulation results as well
as incorporating damage models in the incremental sheet
forming processes.

The authors would like to acknowledge the financial support they
received from the ONR ALMMII/LIFT funding for this research
project.
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